Abstract : This paper presents a new relocation method for Adaptive Weighted Aggregation (AWA) that is a powerful multi-start framework of scalarized decent methods for multi-objective continuous function optimization. AWA repeats two procedures; subdivision and relocation. Subdivision decides initial weight vectors and solutions for relocation. Relocation iteratively adapts weight vectors by repeating two procedures of optimization and weight adaptation in order to improve the coverage of an approximate solution set. AWA has been reported to find better approximate solution sets in terms of coverage than conventional multi-start methods. However, relocation has three serious problems when applied to problems with strong non-linearity. First, relocation often does not converge. Secondly, relocation often converges before obtaining the desired weight vector. Thirdly, the convergence speed often becomes very slow. In order to remedy these problems, we propose a new relocation method named the step size control weight adaptation method (SSCWA). In order to investigate the effectiveness of SSCWA, we compared the performance of AWA with SSCWA (AWA-SSCWA) with that of the original AWA on three to five objective benchmark problems with ten variables. As a result, we confirmed that AWA-SSCWA outperformed the original AWA on the benchmark problems.
Introduction
Multi-objective continuous function optimization is a problem of searching for a set of solutions representing trade-offs among conflicting objective functions, called the Pareto optimal solution set (PS) [1] . Multi-objective continuous function optimization problems (MOFOPs) with m-objectives and n-variables are given by minimize x∈R n f (x) := ( f 1 (x), ..., f m (x))
T .
The mapping of PS to the objective space is called the Pareto front (PF) [1] . We often face MOFOPs in various fields of science and engineering such as analysis, control and design of systems [2] . In MOFOPs, since Pareto optimal solution sets are generally infinite, it is required to approximate Pareto optimal solution sets by finite solution sets with good convergence [3] and coverage [3] . The multi-start descent method is one of the most efficient methods to obtain solutions with good convergence. Multistarting descent methods can be classified into two categories. One is based on the multi-objective descent method that uses the Jacobian matrix of objective functions [4] - [6] . The other is based on the scalarized descent method that scalarizes multiple objective functions to a scalarized function by a scalarization method [7] - [9] and optimizes the scalarized function by a single optimization method such as gradient methods [10] , [11] .
Coverage of approximate solution sets found by multi-start scalarized descent methods depends on how to choose weight vectors. Generally, since the relationship between weight vectors and solutions depends on the shapes of Pareto optimal solution sets [7] , [12] , it is hard to decide appropriate weight vectors to find solution sets with good coverage in advance. In order to obtain solution sets with good coverage, several methods that adapt weight vectors have been proposed [7] , [13] , [14] .
Adaptive Weighted Aggregation (AWA) [14] is one of the most powerful multi-start frameworks of scalarized descent methods that adapt weight vectors. AWA repeats two procedures; subdivision and relocation. Subdivision decides initial weight vectors and solutions for relocation. Relocation repeats optimization and weight adaptation. AWA shows good scalability against the number of objectives and reportedly succeeded in finding approximate solution sets with good convergence and coverage in up to nine objective function optimization problems [15] . However, the conventional relocation has three serious problems. First, it often does not converge. Secondly, it often converges before obtaining the desired weight vector. Thirdly, its convergence speed often becomes very slow.
In order to remedy the three problems, we propose a new relocation method named the step size control weight adaptation method (SSCWA). We compare the performance of AWA with SSCWA (AWA-SSCWA) with that of the original AWA on three to five objective benchmark problems with ten variables. We have proposed a prototype version of SSCWA in [16] . Although this prototype version succeeded to some extent in solving the first problem, it not only still has the second and third problems but also includes a wasteful procedure of restoring weight vectors and solutions to those of two iteration before, which was introduced in order to solve the first problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains AWA briefly and points out its problems. In section 3, we propose a new relocation method, SSCWA, in order to remedy the problems of the original relocation method.
We make some experiments in order to examine the effectiveness of SSCWA in section 4. Section 5 is discussion. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Adaptive Weighted Aggregation (AWA) and
Its Problems
Overview
AWA [14] is a multi-start framework of scalarized decent methods that is designed to find an approximate solution set with good coverage.
In order to obtain an approximate solution set with good coverage, AWA repeats two procedures, subdivision and relocation, until the iteration number t reaches the maximum iteration number τ. Figure 1 shows a search scenario of AWA when the number of objectives is three. Subdivision generates initial weight vectors and initial solutions for relocation based on the weight vectors and solutions obtained in the past iterations. Relocation adapts a weight vector so that the optimum of the scalarized objective function with the weight vector gets close to a desired solution. The desired solution x * has equal distances to some pairs of neighbor solutions x * ±i obtained in the past iteration, i.e.
In order to introduce neighborhood structures to the weight space and the variable space, AWA makes weight vectors correspond with solutions by lattice points of the (m−1)-dimensional 
Subdivision
Subdivision generates initial weight vectors and initial solutions for relocation using addresses. As shown Fig. 1 (a (black circles) as guide point pairs in the address space. In Fig. 1 (b in the same way as the weight space except in the first generation. In the first generation, initial solutions are randomly generated in the search space while initial weight vectors are generated at the vertices of the (m − 1)-dimensional standard simplex.
Relocation
Relocation repeats optimization and weight adaptation to search for the weight vector w * and its corresponding solution x * which satisfies Eq. (2). Optimization updates the solution :
denotes a mapping that returns a solution obtained by an optimization method o which is applied to a single-objective function scalarized by a scalarization method s with a weight vector w. Note that w 0 is given by subdivision. If the solution
relocation is terminated. Weight adaptation searches for the desired weight vector w * which corresponds to the desired solution x * . Weight adaptation is based on the idea that the position relationship between (w k , x k+1 ) corresponding to a and its neighbors (w * ±i , x * ±i ) corresponding to a ±i should give how x k+1 moves if w k moves a little. Figure 2 shows an example of weight adaptation. First, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , weight adaptation calculates the solution x m,i which is located in the midpoint of the polylines connecting the solutions x k+1 and x * ±i . In the same way, weight adaptation also calculates the weight vector w m,i as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Assuming that the inverse function w = (o • s) −1 (x) maps the solution x m,i to the weight vector w m,i , weight adaptation moves the weight w k to w k+1 by calculating the barycenter of each midpoint w m,i as in Eq. (4). Fig. 2 The procedure of the original relocation method. The above is the procedures on the variable space and the below is the procedures on the weight space.
where dega is the number of guide point pairs of a and, if dega = 0, then
, the subscripts of the coefficient of w * ±i and x * ±i are set to −. Otherwise, they are set to +.
Problems of Relocation
Relocation has three serious problems when applied to problems with strong non-linearity, especially convexity. In this section, we point out the three problems of relocation.
Round of weight vectors
We often observes that the weight adaptation method using Eq. (4) finds the weight vectors which has already been found in the past iterations again when it is applied to non-linear optimization problems, especially ones with strong concavity or ones with disconnected Pareto front. In this paper, we call this phenomenon round of weight vectors [16] . Figure 3 shows an example of round of weight vectors. In Fig. 3 (a) , weight adaptation estimates the weight vector w k+1 according to Eq. (4). In Fig. 3 (b), optimization with w k+1 obtains
). However, the solution x k+2 passes the desired position and converges away from it as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . In Fig. 3 (c), weight adaptation estimates the weight w k+2 according to Eq. (4), which is the same weight vector obtained two iteration before, i.e. w k+2 = w k . As the result, as shown in Fig. 3 (d) , the result of optimization x k+3 is equal to x k+1 . In AWA, when round of weight vectors occurs, a solution does not converge at its desired position and relocation is forced to stop at a given iteration number of relocation. As a result, the solution converges away from the desired position. In the later iterations of AWA, relocation that uses the wrong solutions and weight vectors as guide point pairs would find wrong solutions and weight vectors, which causes the coverage to deteriorate. This influence would be larger as the number of iterations increases.
One of the reasons why round of weight vectors occurs is that the polyline approximation of o • s could have approximation errors in weight adaptation. Generally, since the relationship between weight vectors and solutions is non-linear, the images of polylines in the variable space by (o • s) −1 should be curves connecting guide point pairs w * ±i in the weight space. However, weight adaptation approximates the curves as polylines. Therefore, the images of the midpoints of polylines in the solution space by (o • s) −1 should not accord with the midpoints of polylines in the weight space. When the relationship between weight vectors and solutions is strongly non-linear, especially when the Pareto front has strong concavity, solutions obtained by o • s with estimated weights could pass the desired positions and converge away from them as shown in Fig. 3 .
Slow convergence
We often observe that the convergence speed of relocation is very slow. This is because the update amount of weight vectors could be insufficient. This problem often occurs in solving problems with strong convexity.
One of the reasons why slow convergence occurs is that the update amount of weight vectors could be insufficient, which means that the update amount of solutions could be small compared to that of weight vectors. This could be caused by approximation errors of (o • s) −1 . This problem often occurs in solving problems with strong convexity. Figure 4 shows examples of weight adaptation in two-objective optimization problems. AWA often needs a large number of weight adaptations to solve a problem that has a convex Pareto front. Thus, the cost of optimization increases.
Early convergence
We often observe that relocation stops before a solution reaches the desired position because the stopping criteria Eq. (3) is satisfied. This means that Eq. (3) is not appropriate as the stopping criteria especially in the early stage of relocation. When early convergence occurs, coverage of solution set deteriorates.
One of the reasons why early convergence occurs is that re- lationship between weight vectors and solution is sometimes many-to-one. In this case, a solution hardly moves even when the corresponding weight vector is updated by weight adaptation. So, the stopping criteria Eq. (3) is satisfied and relocation is terminated before AWA finds the desired solution.
Proposal:
Step Size Control Weight Adaptation (SSCWA)
In this section, we propose a new relocation method named the step size control weight adaptation method (SSCWA) for AWA to remedy the problems pointed out in section 2.4. In this paper, we call AWA with SSCWA AWA-SSCWA.
Basic Concepts 1) Remedy for round of weight vectors:
If round of weight vectors occurs, the current and previous update directions of solutions should be reversed as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, we determine that round of weight vectors occurs if the angle of update direction vectors is larger than a round judgement angle on a user-specified coordinate space such as the variable space and the objective space. If we determine that round of weight vectors occurs, we reduce the update amount of weight vectors in accordance with the angle of update direction vectors with a learning rate. Using this technique, we expect that round of weight vectors can be avoided and weight vectors and solutions always converge to their desired ones.
2) Remedy for slow convergence: We accelerate weight adaptation when a current solution is away from the desired one. In order to achieve this, we move the weight vector farther than Eq. (4) when a current solution is away from the desired one.
3) Remedy for early convergence: In order to avoid early convergence, we do not use the stopping criteria Eq. (3) in the early stage of relocation. We repeat optimization and weight adaptation until a current solution sufficiently approximates its desired one, i.e. Eq. (2) almost holds. However, the desired position does not always exist. Just in case where the desired solution does not exist, we use the original stopping criteria Eq. (3) in addition to the new one after a certain iteration.
Update of Weight Vectors

Detection of round of weight vectors
In order to detect round of weight vectors, we consider the direction vectors of updated solutions and the angle of the direction vectors on a user-specified coordinate space. We record the solutions in the latest three iteration, ( culate the angle, where k is an iteration number of relocation. We define the direction vectors as follows:
where u φ (x, y) is a direction vector on a user-specified coordinate space. In this paper, we use two types of direction vectors: the direction vector on the variable space: u φ var (x, y), the direction vector on the objective space: u φ obj (x, y) as
We calculate the angle ψ of the direction vectors u k , u k−1 :
We determine that round of weight vectors occurs if the angle ψ is larger than a round judgement angle θ. The recommendation value of θ is 2 3 π. Figure 5 shows an example of the angle ψ.
New update rule of weight vectors
We update weight vectors as follows:
where w k+1 org is given by Eq. (14) in the next section. η w is a learning rate to control update amount of weight vectors. η w is updated by
where η w is initialized to η w = 1 when relocation starts. α(ψ) is a reduction rate given by Figure 6 shows an example of reducing update amount of weight vectors using η w . We expect the solution x k+1 does not pass the desired one x * . Figure 7 shows the shape of the function α(ψ). As shown in Fig. 7 , if ψ > Fig. 7 Reduction rate α(ψ).
Acceleration of Weight Adaptation
We design w k+1 org as follows:
h(r i ) :
where r i ( 1 2 ≤ r i ≤ 1) is the polyline division ratio given by Eq. (5) and illustrated in Fig. 2 .
As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , if r i ≈ 1, weight adaptation should estimate the midpoint of the polyline x m,i correctly. On the other hand, if r i ≈ 1 2 , the current solution x k+1 locates away from the midpoint of the polyline x m,i . As shown in Fig. 8 , the nearer the polyline division ratio r i approaches to 1 2 , the smaller h(r i ) becomes than r i . This means that the weight vector moves farther when the current solution is away from the desired one. As a result, the convergence speed is expected to become faster.
New Stopping Criteria for Relocation
We propose a new stopping criteria for relocation:
where k is the iteration number and c and E are user parameters. Note that the second condition in the case of Eq. (17) is the same as Eq. (3). E(x) is given by
Recommended values of c and E are c = 20 and E = 10 · d , respectively. In the early step of relocation (k < c), we employ Eq. (16) as a stopping criteria to prevent early convergence of weight adaptation, and expect to move the current solution to the desired one which satisfies Eq. (2) well. After that step(k ≥ c), we employ Eq. (17) as a stopping criteria to terminate relocation certainly even if the desired solution which satisfies Eq. (2) well does not exist. Only employing Eq. (3) as a stopping criteria, early convergence may occur and the coverage of a solution set will deteriorate.
Algorithm
Based on the above discussions, we summarize the algorithm of a new relocation, named SSCWA, as shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, A m t is the address space consisting of all the addresses generated until iteration t, where m is the number of objectives. W 0 t is the weight vector space consisting of all the weight vectors determined until iteration t − 1 and those generated by subdivision. X 0 t is the variable space consisting of all the solutions determined until iteration t − 1 and those generated by subdivision. 
4:
x 0 ← the solution corresponding to a in X 0 t .
5:
Initialize a history of solutions : H ← {x 0 }
6:
Initialize the learning rate: η w ← 1
7:
for k = 0, 1, 2, ... do 8:
if the stopping criteria given by Eq. (16) 
27:
28: 
Experiments
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed method, AWA-SSCWA. We apply AWA-SSCWA and AWA to benchmark problems and compare solution sets obtained by AWA-SSCWA with those by AWA in order to show that AWA-SSCWA outperforms AWA in terms of two criterion, coverage and the number of optimizations required for convergence.
Benchmark Problems
We use MED(m) [14] as follows: 
where
The 
Metric of Coverage
In order to compare approximate solution sets obtained by AWA-SSCWA and those by AWA in terms of coverage, we adopt the indicator called the d-Coverage [15] 1 defined as follows:
where X ⊂ Ω is an approximate solution set and Z ⊂ Ω is an ideal Pareto solution set. 
In order to investigate d-Coverage on the objective space, we use a distance metric d φ obj as follows:
In this paper, we set pairs of m and |Z| to (m, |Z|) = (3, 33153), (4, 47905), (5, 58905).
Settings
AWA and AWA-SSCWA require following parameters: a scalarization method s, a single-objective optimization method o, a coordinate function φ, a tolerance , a maximum iteration τ. We employ the weighted Chebyshev norm method [7] as s. Its reference point is set to be the m-dimensional zero vector z * = 0. This value corresponds to MED(m)'s ideal point (min f 1 (x) , ..., min f m (x))
T . ADX-NES [18] is employed as o. ADX-NES requires following parameters: a population size λ = 16, a normalized transformation matrix B = I, a step size σ = 0.01 and a mean vector µ given by AWA as an initial search point. The o is terminated if difference of intergenerational best evaluation value is smaller than 10 −15 . Relocation stops if d < 10 −5 or the iteration number of relocation k exceeds 10 3 . m and τ are set to be (m, τ) = (3, 5), (4, 4), (5, 4) . By changing φ, we construct two different AWA-SSCWAs and two different AWAs.
AWA-SSCWA(variable) and AWA(variable) improve coverage on the variable space, using the coordinate function of the variable space φ var : x → x. AWA-SSCWA(objective) and AWA(objective) improve coverage on the objective space, using the coordinate function of the objective space φ obj : x → f (x).
Ten trials with different random seeds are conducted in each experiment. In each trial, initial solutions are generated at uniformly random in the region [−5.0, 5.0] n and initial weights are set to be vertices of the weight space.
Results
The left half of Table 1 The right half of Table 1 shows d-Coverages and the numbers of optimizations when AWA-SSCWA and AWA improved coverage on the objective space AWA-SSCWA succeeded in obtaining solution sets with higher d-Coverage than the original AWA did. AWA-SSCWA spent less number of optimizations than the original AWA did in the convex functions. Meanwhile, in the concave problems, AWA-SSCWA spent more number of optimizations than the original AWA did because early convegence occurred in the original AWA. Figure 9 shows the distribution of typical approximate solution sets obtained by the original AWA and AWA-SSCWA in MED(3-objective, Concave). The left two figures in Fig. 9 shows the distribution of typical approximate solution sets on the variable space when AWA-SSCWA and AWA improved coverage on the variable space. AWA-SSCWA(variable) succeeded in obtaining better distributed solution set than AWA(variable) did. The right two figures of Fig. 9 shows the distribution of approximate solution sets on the objective space when AWA-SSCWA and AWA improved coverage on the objective space. Although the difference of the two figures seems little, AWA-SSCWA(objective) succeeded in obtaining solution sets with better coverage than AWA(objective) did.
Discussions
Results of Obtained Approximate Solution Set
Transitions of Root Mean Square Error
Figure 10 (a) shows transitions of E(x) when round of weight vectors occurs. AWA(variable) did not converge and E(x) oscillated until the number of optimizations exceeded 10 3 iterations. As a result, AWA failed to move the solution to the desired one and coverage of the solution set deteriorated. In contrast, AWA-SSCWA(variable) succeeded in overcoming round of weight vectors in 23 iterations and, after that, E(x) decreased rapidly and obtained the desired solution. As a result, the distribution of solution set became uniform. Figure 10 (b) shows typical transition of E(x) when early convergence occurred in AWA(objective). As shown in Fig. 10 (b) , AWA-SSCWA(objective) succeeded in avoiding early convergence even in the situation where early convergence occurred in AWA(objective).
Effectiveness of Proposal Improvements
In order to validate the effectiveness of each of the three remedies proposed in this paper, we compare the performance of AWA, AWA(η w ), AWA(η w , h(r i )) and AWA-SSCWA. AWA(η w ) is AWA with the remedy for round of weight vectors. AWA(η w , h(r i )) is AWA(η w ) with the remedy for slow convergence. AWA-SSCWA is AWA(η w , h(r i )) with the remedy for early convergence. We apply the four methods to the same benchmark problems with the same settings in Section 4. Table 2 shows the result.
As shown in Table 2 , d-Coverages of AWA(η w ) are better than or equal to those of AWA and the numbers of optimizations of AWA(η w ) are smaller than those of AWA. This suggests that the remedy for round of weight vectors is effective.
AWA(η w , h(r i )) shows better performance than AWA(η w ) on the convex problems in terms of the number of optimizations while slightly worse performance on the concave problems. The performance of AWA(η w , h(r i )) and AWA(η w ) is the same in terms of d-Coverage. This result suggests that the remedy for slow convergence works effectively on convex problems.
AWA-SSCWA outperforms AWA(η w , h(r i )) on the concave problems in terms of d-Coverage while the numbers of optimizations of AWA-SSCWA are slightly larger than those of AWA(η w , h(r i )) when m = 4 and m = 5. This suggests that the remedy for early convergence works effectively. On the convex problems, the numbers of optimizations of AWA-SSCWA are smaller than those of AWA(η w , h(r i )). We believe that this is because, in relocation, there is a situation where a solution is near enough to the desired position but the solution continues to move towards the desired position. In this situation, the first condition of Eq. (17) which is introduced in this paper stops the algorithm but the second condition of Eq. (17) which is used in Table 2 Experimental results for validating the effectiveness of the proposal improvements. These methods tried to improve coverage on the variable space. The numbers in the AWA(η w , h(r i )) does not.
Robustness of AWA-SSCWA
In order to investigate the robustness of the proposed method, AWA-SSCWA, we compare the performance of AWA-SSCWA with that of AWA on WFG Toolkit [19] . WFG Toolkit contains several problems which pose difficult challanges. The number of position-related parameter is k = 4 and the number of distance-related parameter is l = 20. We use the modified Chebyshev norm method [20] as s. We employ ADX-NES [18] as o with the following parameters: a population size λ = 160, a step size σ = 5.0 and a normalized transformation matrix B = 1 det A A, where A satisfies A = diag(2, 4, ..., n). We set the maximum iteration number of relocation to 50. We use φ obj as a coodinate function to improve coverage on the objective space. Other settings are the same as those in section 4. We employ the Hypervolume indicator [21] as a performance measure. Table 3 shows the experimental results. AWA-SSCWA outperformed AWA on WFG1 and WFG4-9 that have connected Pareto fronts. AWA-SSCWA shows almost the same performance as AWA on WFG2 and WFG3. Note that WFG2 has a disconnected Pareto front and WFG3 has a degenerated one.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have pointed out the three problems of AWA, round of weight vectors, early convergence and slow convergence. In order to remedy these problems, we have proposed AWA-SSCWA. For the first problem, we detect round of weight vectors and control the update amount of weight vectors adaptively. For the second problem, we introduce a new stopping criteria to overcome early convergence. For the third problem, we modify the polyline division ratio and accelerate weight adaptation. In order to show the effectiveness of AWA-SSCWA, we compared the performance of AWA-SSCWA and that of AWA on three to five-objective ten dimensional convex/concave benchmark problems. As a result, we confirmed that the approximate solution sets obtained by AWA-SSCWA were better than or equal to those by the original AWA in terms of coverage. Furthermore, we showed that AWA-SSCWA converged faster than the original AWA except when early convergence occured in the original AWA.
For future work, we have some plans to improve AWA-SSCWA. First, since AWA and AWA-SSCWA are affected by the setting of d , we have to develop a new stopping criteria of relocation without using d . Secondly, the computational cost of AWA-SSCWA should be analyzed. Finally, it is necessary to investigate the performance of AWA-SSCWA on more complicated problems: ones having proper local Pareto solutions and active constraints [19] , [22] and on real-world ones [23] .
